
Homework 9, PHYS 272 (Methods of Applied Physics)
Spring 2020

Due via email to me at LarsenML@cofc.edu prior to beginning of class on Friday,
March 27th.

As always, turn your legible and complete answers in on separate paper. Remember, I can’t give
partial credit unless I can follow what you’ve done. Including words is usually a good thing for
you.

1. Consider the following vector field:

~F = 2αr sin2 θ cosφr̂ + 2αr sin θ cos θ cosφθ̂ − αr sin θ sinφφ̂

a) Show that the vector field is conservative. (It is).

b) Since this is a conservative field, it can be written as the gradient of some scalar field Φ
(not to be confused with the variable φ). Find Φ such that ~∇Φ = ~F

2. Consider the following vectors:

~a = (r cos θ)r̂ + (r sin θ)θ̂ + (3r sin θ cosφ)φ̂

~b = s(3 + sin2 φ)ŝ+ s sinφ cosφφ̂+ 3z2ẑ

(If it wasn’t obvious from context or the variables used, ~a is described in spherical coordinates,
and ~b is described in cylindrical coordinates). Find the following:

a) The divergence of ~a.

b) The curl of ~a.

c) The divergence of ~b.

d) The curl of ~b.

3. Let ~F be defined via:

~F = (αx2yz − 3y)x̂+ (βx3z − 3x)ŷ + (x3y + γz)ẑ

with α, β, and γ unspecified constant coefficients. Find α, β, and γ if ~F is a conservative
vector field.
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4. What is wrong with the following “proof” that magnetic fields do not exist? By electromag-
netic theory, ~∇ · ~B = 0 and ~B = ~∇ × ~A. (This is legit, the problem isn’t here). Using the
Divergence Theorem, we can write:

˚
~∇ · ~Bdτ = 0 =

‹
~B · d~a

However, if we then substitute in ~B = ~∇× ~A we can use Stokes’ theorem to write:

¨
(~∇× ~A)d~a =

˛
~A · d~r

Since
¸
~A · d~r = 0, we know that ~A is conservative, or ~A = ~∇φ for some scalar function φ.

Then we have ~B = ~∇ × ~A = ~∇ × ~∇φ = 0, implying ~B = 0. (Note, this proof is wrong.
Magnetic fields do exist.)

5. Show that the following vector field ~F is conservative:

~F = (2xy − z3)x̂+ x2ŷ − (3xz2 + 4)ẑ

6. For the vector field in the above problem, find the total work done in moving an object
from the origin to the point 〈5, 10, 15〉. (You may choose any path you like, since the field is
conservative. Note, as a refresher, that we define the work in moving from point ~a to ~b as

W =
´~b
~a
~F · d~̀. (Note that this problem is posed in a “pure-math” way; the vector field is

listed without units, so – unlike a normal Physics problem – units won’t be a useful check
on your answer. Although we usually have units to help us check our work, there are some
Physics subfields (i.e. fluids, particle physics, etc.) where we often “non-dimensionalize” our
equations and therefore units are no longer a help to us.)
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7. Let ~H = (2xy − z3)x̂+ x2ŷ + (αxz2 − 1)ẑ.

a) If ~H is a conservative vector field, what must α be?

b) Using the value of α found in part (a), calculate:

ˆ ~P2

~P1

~H · d~̀

if ~P1 = ~0 and ~P2 = x̂ + 2ŷ + 3ẑ. (Note; if you’ve done part (a) right, this shouldn’t
depend on your path. A good check on part (a) would be to do this via two different
routes and see if you come up with the same thing).

c) Using the value of α found in part (a), find φ if ~H = ~∇φ.

8. Calculate
¸
~M · d~̀ around the boundary of the square with vertices 〈1, 0〉, 〈0, 1〉, 〈−1, 0〉,

〈0,−1〉 if ~M = x2x̂+ 3xŷ.
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